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STARPOD
Starview Programmable Optical Device

•   STARVIEW Programmable Optical Device (STARPOD)
•   Re-program or diagnose Starview transceiver modules (SFP/ SFP+ and XFP) in the field
•   No license key needed
•   Automatic code generation and reprogram without internet connection in less than 1 minute per module
•   DWDM wavelengths tuner on Starview tuneable DWDM SFP+ module 
•   Compact and lightweight
•   Software downloadable from Starview website
•   Patented Technology by Starview International
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TRANSCEIVERS

Specifications

Starview Programmable Optical Device

www.starviewint.com

STARPOD

•    Programming Kit for Starview SFP/ SFP+/ SFP28 and 
      QSFP+/ QSFP28/ QSFP56
•    User friendly graphical user interface(GUI)
•    USB port for basic set up
•    Multi-vendor programming
•    Wavelength tuning for DWDM tunable SFP+ module

•    Automatic coding of Starview Transceiver modules without License Keys
•    Software for tuning DWDM C-Band Wavelength to support Starview tunable DWDM SFP+ and XFP modules
•    Remote diagnostic features to read coding information of original modules 
•    Animation video with easy to understand operation

Features

Starview Programmable Optical Device (STARPOD) is designed to allow the user to re-program Starview transceiver modules 
(typically SFP/SFP+ and QSFP+/QSFP28) in the field. The STARPOD is also capable to tune the DWDM wavelengths of the 
DWDM tunable SFP+ module. This flexibility to re-program the transceiver module allows the user to connect the module 
to interwork with multiple leading vendors. The user will save time and money to support the wide varieties of networking 
equipment today.

Using STARPOD with a computer, the user re-programs the transceiver module in less than a minute. After re-programming, 
the transceiver module can work with the leading vendor of choice. The module can be re-programmed as many times as 
required.

Starview International offers a wide range of highly reliable transceiver modules allowing the user to protect their investment 
cost especially with STARPOD.
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Using the STARPOD, even for only a few transceivers, soon covers its cost. Or you can get preconfigured transceivers from our Distribution 
Partners. You decide which solution fits your needs best.

One time Cost: 
Running costs: 
Suitable from:
Suited for:

One time Cost: 
Running costs: 
Suitable from:
Suited for:

Purchase price for the STARPOD
None
...a need of > 50 transceivers per year 
...Network Operators, System House, Resellers

Purchase price for the transceivers
None
...1 transceivers
...Network Operators,Resellers

STARPOD-Purchase VS. Transceiver-Purchase

Patent Certificates

STARPOD - Transceiver Database and more….

Specifications
Modules  SFP/ SFP+/ SFP28 and QSFP+/ QSFP28/ QSFP56

Data Rate/Wavelength/Distance As per module data rate is not affected during programming

Dimension Width: 4.09” [104 mm]   Depth: 4.21” [107 mm]   Height: 1.18” [30 mm]

AC Adapter  Power Input 100 - 240VAC

AC Adapter  Power Output 3.3VDC   7.2W max

AC Adapter  Current Output 2.19Amp

Operating System Microsoft Windows 7, Microsoft Windows 8

Warranty 2 Years

-   CISCO 
-   Juniper
-   Alcatel Lucent Enterprise
-   Extreme Networks
-   Dell
-   Huawei
-   HP Enterprise
-   H3C
-   Arista Networks
-   Transition Networks

-   Aruba
-   BTI
-   Intel
-   EXFO
-   Viavi
-   Allied Telesis
-   Tellabs
-   ALAXLA Networks
-   PacketLight
-   Netscout

-   Adtran
-   Brocade
-   Ericsson
-   RAD
-   Avaya
-   Nokia
-   VSS Monitoring
-   Gigamon
-   Cyan
-   Hitachi Metals

-   Edge-core
-   Anritsu
-   ECI
-   Mellanox
-   Ubiquiti
-   Ciena
-   D-Link
-   And many more…
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Download this software from our webpage 
at www.starviewint.com. With the ease and 
flexibility of connecting the STARPOD to your 
computer.

STARPOD is now capable to tune the DWDM 
wavelengths of our SFP+ modules.
you can tune the SFP+ to your desired DWDM 
wavelengths without relying on the network 
equipment in operation. Talk to Starview for 
more information of the product.
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Ordering Information
SV-STARPOD2-USB Starview Programmable Optical Device (STARPOD) ver2 for reprogramming Starview Transceiver modules (SFP/ 

SFP+/ QSFP) to support various manufacturer’s coding, c/w USB cable

Wavelengths supported
The following table provides correlation of the ITU-frequency DWDM channel number, wavelength and frequency

11.5 1568.36 191.15

12 1567.95 191.20

12.5 1567.54 191.25

13 1567.13 191.30

13.5 1566.72 191.35

14 1566.31 191.40

14.5 1565.90 191.45

15 1565.50 191.50

15.5 1565.09 191.55

16 1564.68 191.60

16.5 1564.27 191.65

17 1563.86 191.70

17.5 1563.45 191.75

18 1563.05 191.80

18.5 1562.64 191.85

19 1562.23 191.90

19.5 1561.83 191.95

20 1561.42 192.0

20.5 1561.01 192.05

21 1560.61 192.10

21.5 1560.20 192.15

22 1559.79 192.20

22.5 1559.39 192.25

23 1558.98 192.30

23.5 1558.58 192.35

24 1558.17 192.40

24.5 1557.77 192.45

25 1557.36 192.50

25.5 1556.96 192.55

26 1556.55 192.60

26.5 1556.15 192.65

27 1555.75 192.70

27.5 1555.34 192.75

## ITU
Channel

Wavelength Frequency
(THz)

28 1554.94 192.80

28.5 1554.54 192.85

29 1554.13 192.90

29.5 1553.73 192.95

30 1553.33 193.0

30.5 1552.93 193.05

31 1552.52 193.10

31.5 1552.12 193.15

32 1551.72 193.20

32.5 1551.32 193.25

33 1550.92 193.30

33.5 1550.52 193.35

34 1550.12 193.40

34.5 1549.72 193.45

35 1549.32 193.50

35.5 1548.91 193.55

36 1548.51 193.60

36.5 1548.11 193.65

37 1547.72 193.70

37.5 1547.32 193.75

38 1546.92 193.80

38.5 1546.52 193.85

39 1546.12 193.90

39.5 1545.72 193.95

40 1545.32 194.0

40.5 1544.92 194.05

41 1544.53 194.10

41.5 1544.13 194.15

42 1543.73 194.20

42.5 1543.33 194.25

43 1542.94 194.30

43.5 1542.54 194.35

44 1542.14 194.40

## ITU
Channel

Wavelength Frequency
(THz)

44.5 1541.75 194.45

45 1541.35 194.50

45.5 1540.95 194.55

46 1540.56 194.60

46.5 1540.16 194.65

47 1539.77 194.70

47.5 1539.37 194.75

48 1538.98 194.80

48.5 1538.58 194.85

49 1538.19 194.90

49.5 1537.79 194.95

50 1537.40 195.0

50.5 1537.00 195.05

51 1536.61 195.10

51.5 1536.22 195.15

52 1535.82 195.20

52.5 1535.43 195.25

53 1535.04 195.30

53.5 1534.64 195.35

54 1534.25 195.40

54.5 1533.86 195.45

55 1533.47 195.50

55.5 1533.07 195.55

56 1532.68 195.60

56.5 1532.29 195.65

57 1531.90 195.70

57.5 1531.51 195.75

58 1531.12 195.80

58.5 1530.72 195.85

59 1530.33 195.90

59.5 1529.94 195.95

60 1529.55 196.0

60.5 1529.16 196.05

## ITU
Channel

Wavelength Frequency
(THz)
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1.     Why is it called STARPOD?

STARPOD stands for Starview Programmable Optical Device. It allows programming of the Starview Transceiver modules remotely by the user themselves. Tradition-
ally all Transceiver modules are programmed in factory during production. However when user decides to change or upgrade their network equipment to a different 
vendor, the transceiver module is not reusable. 

2.     Who are the main users of STARPOD?

STARPOD is suitable for all network users that uses Transceiver modules in their networking devices. STARPOD gives them the flexibility and versatility of deploying 
Transceiver modules to any of their network equipment, thus saving time and money. Nowadays Transceiver modules form a major cost to the total Cost of Own-
ership. STARPOD has the potential to overcome the cost of investment and allows flexibility of usage of the transceiver modules to work with any manufacturers’ 
networking equipment.

3.     What are the advantages of using STARPOD?

The advantages of using STARPOD are:
a)     Allows flexibility of reprogramming Starview transceiver modules remotely
b)     Faster response time to integrate the existing transceiver modules to support various network equipment
c)     Better Return of Investment for Transceiver modules
d)     Ease of use and do not require any trained personnel

4.     What is the use of STARPOD?

STARPOD allows programming of the Starview Transceiver module to work with major equipment vendor. Most of the Network Equipment Vendor will encode 
information into the EEPROM of the Transceiver module so that it will reject any 3rd party devices. STARPOD is able to decode and overwrite the information into 
the EEPROM of the Starview Transceiver module so that these Network Equipment vendors will see the Transceiver module corresponds to their equipment coding 
to work normally.

5.     What are the equipment vendors supported by STARPOD?

STARPOD supports equipment coding such as CISCO, Juniper, Alcatel Lucent, Extreme Networks, Huawei, Force 10, ZTE, HP, Arista Networks, ADVA Optical Net-
working, BTI, Intel, EXFO, JDSU, ATI, Tellabs NSN, Netscount, Brocade, Adtran, Ericsson, RAD, Avaya, Cyan and many more. If the equipment is not within this list, 
Starview is able to decode an original transceiver module to re-program into the Starview transceiver module.
 

6.     Does STARPOD only support Starview Transceiver modules?

Every manufacturer has their own password protection on their transceiver modules. Likewise Starview has our own password protection of our EEPROM embedded 
in the Transceiver module. The password protection on the EEPROM is to disallow any change of the Transceiver information by unauthorized access. Hence the 
STARPOD can only be programmed the Starview Transceiver modules, or any other Transceiver modules that does not have password protection on their EEPROM.

7.     How does STARPOD do the reprogramming of the Transceiver module?

The user must ensure that the STARPOD is connected to the computer and has a valid internet link. During the operation of STARPOD, the device will tally the 
transceiver module part number and serial number with our Starview database via the internet link. This is to ascertain that it belongs to the part of our production 
supply. Upon successful matching with our database, the transceiver coding will then be downloaded from the internet and be programmed into the EEPROM.

8.     What must the user do at first when they want to re-program the Transceiver module?

The user must send a request via email or telephone call to any of our Starview authorized agent or reseller to provide the following information:
•     Equipment vendor and part no of the Network Equipment to be used
•     Part no and Serial no of the transceiver module to be reprogrammed
Upon receiving this information, a license key shall be generated within the same business day. The Starview authorized agent or reseller will contact the user and 
send the license key via email. The user will simply key in the license key via the STARPOD software to download the equipment coding into the transceiver module. 
The reprogramming process will take less than 1 minute.
 
9.     What happens if the user wants to revert to the previous coding or if the coding that was sent will not work in the networking equipment?

Should the user wants to revert to the previous code, the same process of requesting the license key apply. Each license key is only valid for one time use, and is not 
reversible. If the coding programmed into the transceiver module does not work, Starview will resend the license key (not chargeable) to ensure that the transceiver 
module works with the vendor’s network equipment unit. Else money back will be guaranteed.  
 

10.     How does the license key works?
The license key can be purchased via the Starview authorized agent or reseller in advance or at the point of usage. It comes at the price of 1, bundle of 10 and 
bundle of 100. The license keys will be tracked by Starview International when it is used. Each license key is valid for only 1 equipment coding. The license key is only 
valid as a one-time usage. When the user requests for the equipment coding, Starview will upload the code into the cloud encrypted by a license key. Each license 
key will carry the coding information of the network equipment vendor, part no and serial no of the transceiver module to be re-programmed, and it is stored inside 
the network cloud. Once the license key is used, it will not be able to reuse.

11.     Does STARPOD re-programming require that the Starview Transceiver module remains under warranty?

No, STARPOD does not require that the Starview transceiver module is within the warranty period in order to do re-programming. As long as the Transceiver mod-
ule is still in good working condition, the STARPOD is use to access the EEPROM to program the transceiver module to work with the network equipment vendor.

STARPOD FAQ
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12.     What is the difference between STARPOD and other manufacturer’s programming board?

STARPOD provides a license key to download the complete coding file into the EEPROM of the Starview transceiver module. It overwrites the existing file com-
pletely. Other manufacturer’s programming board requires user to check the HEX code at each manufacturer’s code destination in the EEPROM file, and change it 
manually. In addition, there is a checksum to ensure that it corresponds to Vendor’s network equipment. Overall it takes a lot of understanding to study the coding 
in the EEPROM file.

13.     Why Starview is able to decode so many manufacturers’ network equipment coding while others are not?

Starview has a team of trained engineers with many years of experience to decode the manufacturers’ network equipment code. We have understood the mecha-
nism of various network equipment manufacturers on their coding process and is able to re-construct the coding into our STARPOD. Other competitors may have 
a NDA signed with the original manufacturer, or does not have trained engineers to understand the codes.

14.     What are the modules supported by STARPOD?

Currently STARPOD supports SFP, SFP+ and XFP transceiver modules. STARPOD does not matter if the transceiver module is copper, Singlemode, multimode or 
WDM. STARPOD will re-program the EEPROM in these transceiver modules as long as it is supported by the form factor. 

15.     Can STARPOD be used on Apple computers?

Currently STARPOD only works on Windows platform and it is not supported by Apple.

16.     Does STARPOD affect the transmission characteristics of the Transceiver module?

No. STARPOD only accesses the information in the EEPROM and does not affect the configurations of the TOSA and ROSA components of the Transceiver module. 

17.     How does the user know the functionality of the Transceiver module is End of Life (EOL)?

STARPOD is not able to determine the EOL of the transceiver module. It basically re-programs the coding of the transceiver module EEPROM to work with the 
vendor’s networking equipment. 

18.     How is STARPOD information or software upgrade being updated?

All STARPOD information shall be updated in our website http://www.starviewint.com whenever a new update is released. The Starview authorized agent or reseller 
will constantly be updated on any new release and these information will be sent to the user..




